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Adding Guaranteed
Retirement Income
Contracts (GRICs) to
Your Clients’ Defined
Contribution Plans
The Defined Contribution (DC) industry, born directly
from the 1978 Revenue Act, has become a conduit
through which the vast majority of American retirement
savings flow. While its original intention was to serve as
a supplementary savings vehicle, DC has since become
the primary repository for Americans’ qualified assets.
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Adding Guaranteed Retirement Income Contracts (GRICs) to Your Clients’
Defined Contribution Plans (continued from Page 1)
An increasing number of
retirement service providers
have become vocal advocates
for DC plans to make financial
security during retirement,
which includes access to
predictable income sources, a
priority. The financial services
industry has begun producing
a variety of retirement income
solutions intended to facilitate
the reliable drawdown of assets
in retirement. Furthermore, the
recent passage of the SECURE
Act of 2019 includes a clear Safe
Harbor for plan sponsors who

As a plan
advisor, your
clients rely on
you to discuss
emerging
services that
can help their
participants.

incorporate these products into
their plans while also providing
guidance on how to prudently
do so. This set of evolutions
finally brings the intention of
the Employee RETIREMENT
INCOME Security Act (1974)
(NOT the Employee Retirement
Savings Act!) closer to fulfilling
its intended income-oriented
mission. Navigating this everchanging market will require
expertise and focus that is
difficult for most investment
advisors and investment
managers to source internally.

As a plan advisor, your
clients rely on you to discuss
emerging services that
can help their participants.
Inclusion of retirement income
solutions helps plan sponsors
differentiate their benefit
offering. Retiring employees
receive much needed help, and
by encouraging retirees to leave
their account balance in the
plan, other plan participants
receive the benefits of greater
economies of scale.

The Move Towards Keeping Assets in Plan

Interest in Retirement Income Growing 1

73

%

of plan sponsors say offering or increasing
usage of in-plan retirement income options
is an important objective for their defined
contribution plan.

According to Aon,* managing assets through retirement is a daunting task, and participants have a
strong desire for retirement income solutions . Aon found that 80% of employees want some form
of guaranteed income in retirement. This challenge underscores the need to introduce into DC plan
features more common in defined benefit plans. Employers recognize this and want to do more. More
than 70% of plan sponsors agree their DC plan should include lifetime income options. Now is the
time to align their actions with their goals.
* Aon: The Defined Contribution (DC) Plan of the Future

1. https://news.prudential.com/content/1209/files/2020PSPulseSurveyDCLandscape.pdf
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Many income products and programs
have recently been introduced to the
market, offering unique features, but also
some complexity. You may need help from
an annuity expert in figuring out what
solutions are available in the marketplace
and how those solutions might best fit with
the plans you serve.
Fiduciary Insurance Services (FIS)
assists 3(21) investment advisors and
3(38) investment managers evaluate
income solutions by working with you, the
plan’s advisor, to understand relevant plan
characteristics, analyze plan demographics
to determine the needs of participants,
and provide you with reporting of FIS’
evaluative process documenting a sound
due diligence process.
WHY NOW?
With the passage of The SECURE Act
of 2019, an increasing number of plan
sponsors and their advisors are considering
adding guaranteed income to their plans.
The SECURE Act includes a clarification of

ERISA’s Section 204 Safe Harbor covering
the selection of “Guaranteed Retirement
Investment Contracts (GRICS)” The impact
of this Safe Harbor could be material in
advancing the prevalence of institutional
guaranteed income as it gives plan sponsors
and their advisors a straightforward path to
protection, including in the event of insurer
insolvency decades down the road.
ERISA legal experts Fred Reish and
Bruce Ashton of Faegre Drinker Biddle &
Reath explain:
“A plan fiduciary needs to follow four
steps to obtain the safe harbor protection
for selection of a ‘guaranteed lifetime
income contract.’ It must:
• engage in an objective, thorough and
analytical search for the purpose of
identifying insurers from which to
purchase such contracts;
• consider the financial capability of the
insurer to satisfy its obligations under
the contract;
• consider the cost (including fees and
commissions) of the contract in relation

to the benefits and product features of
the contract and administrative services
to be provided under the contract (a
subsection says this need not be the
lowest cost, but it cannot exceed a
reasonable cost); and
• conclude, on the basis of these factors,
that, at the time of the selection, the
insurer is financially capable of satisfying
its obligations under the contract and
the relative cost of the contract is
reasonable.2
Whether in- or out- of- plan, and whether
offered as a Qualified Default Investment
Alternative (QDIA) or as an option within
the plan’s investment menu, GRICs offered
by an employer can be a valuable employee
benefit. GRICs offer institutional prices that
are typically lower than those available in
the individual retail market. And because
they have been vetted by their employer
with participants’ best interest in mind
and the protections of ERISA, GRICs can
provide employees with real peace of mind.
MORE

THE OPTIONS FOR CREATING RETIREMENT INCOME3
Guaranteed Income

Non-Guaranteed Income

Insurance company component can be offered in- or out-of-plan

Can be offered in- or out-of-plan

Fixed Income GRICs

Variable GRICs

Investment Solutions*
(aka Capital Market Solutions)

• Immediate income
• Longevity protection/
deferred income
• QLAC (qualified
longevity annuity
contracts) (age 85)

• Withdrawal benefit feature
(“Rider”)
aka GMWB (guaranteed
minimum withdrawal benefits)
or GLWB (guaranteed lifetime
withdrawal benefits)

TDF or managed account with insured component
(off the shelf or custom)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laddered maturity bond funds
High dividend equity investments
Multi-asset income funds
Standalone retirement income funds
Managed payout funds
Spend down funds
Target date funds (“To” or “Through” series)

*Ties with services = distribution options offered for actual
“income”

2. https://www.napa-net.org/news-info/daily-news/guaranteed-income-impact-secure-act
3. Source: DCIIA
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Adding Guaranteed Retirement Income Contracts (GRICs) to Your Clients’ Defined
Contribution Plans (continued from Page 3)

FIS’s evaluative process for GRIC
consideration and inclusion begins by
gathering information from the plan’s 3(21)
investment advisor or 3(38) investment
manager, including.
• Answers to questionnaires provided
by the Institutional Retirement Income
Council (IRIC)4. These checklists cover:
» The sponsor’s motivation
» Recordkeeping preferences
» Historical income offerings (including
but not limited to historical DB plan)
» Investment structure and utilization
(information on current QDIA, capital
preservation vehicles, mutual funds
versus CITs, active vs passive lineup
choices, company stock, etc.)
» Factors that impact in-plan or out-ofplan recommendations
» Factors that impact automatic or
affirmative election recommendations
• Census data that enables FIS to review
demographic attributes (sanitized)

Whether in- or out- of- plan, and whether
offered as a Qualified Default Investment
Alternative or as an option within the
plan’s investment menu, GRICs offered
by an employer can be a valuable
employee benefit.

4. IRIC is a membership-based organization that is supported by product and program sponsors, as well as a panel of industry advisors who are dedicated to
sharing best practices, informing about legislative and regulatory issues, and facilitating solutions for plan sponsors and their participants
4. ALIRT Insurance Research is an organization that analyzes the relative financial performance of insurers on behalf of insurance distributors, insurers,
institutional buyers, and analysts to satisfy their risk management, due diligence, and marketing and research needs. ALIRT is not affiliated with FIS.
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In collaboration with the plan’s investment
advisor/investment manager, FIS develops
a set of recommendations, acting as either a
3(21) fiduciary or as a 3(38) fiduciary, in the
form of a report that includes:

• Evaluation and assessment of the
suitability of products and the
organization behind them, utilizing
proprietary information maintained by
FIS.
• Customized report with complete
due diligence documentation for FIS’s
recommendation(s).
• An ALIRT report for each insurer backing
the selected product or program .

3(21) ERISA annuity eval Brochure

SERVICE OFFERING AND PRICING

3(21) Fiduciary GRIC Evaluation

3(38) Fiduciary GRIC
Evaluation

GRIC configurations
analyzed

Managed accounts, target date structures, standalone annuities, informed by prior plan product
strategy decisions (e.g., active/passive, current QDIA, etc.)

Recommendation
format

Recommendation of 3 income solutions

Deliverable

Report* documenting plan characteristics, rationale for recommendation, background information
on solutions considered, detailed assessment of solution(s) recommended

Recommendation of one
solution, or a combination of
solutions

* Provides documentation demonstrating a sound due diligence process and designed to support discussions with the
plan sponsor

Implementation/
Change Responsibility

3(21) investment advisor and/or 3(38) investment manager

FIS

Fees

Initial evaluation: $5,000*
Plus $500 pass-through charge for ALIRT reports on each
recommended solution
Annual re-evaluation: $1500 *

Flat annual fee, priced by
plan*
Plus $500 pass-through
charge for ALIRT reports on
each recommended solution

* For standard reporting package. Additional service available at $350/hour.

* Not based on level of plan assets

fiduciaryinsuranceservices.com
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Looking at your website, reading through
the glossary, I found myself thinking
back over the past fifteen years. I
thought about countless meetings I have
had about how the world is changing
and how the financial services industry
will have to change as a result.
I remember the faces of so
many different people in so
many different settings – In
conference rooms at major
banks and insurance companies,
in coffee shops with venture
capital providers, in midtown
Manhattan with private equity
deal partners. I remember the
faces, and conversations, the
excitement, and the anxiety.
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And, as I reflected on those
meetings, and tried to identify
themes, I was struck by two
apparently contradictory cross
currents.
On the one hand, there are
incredibly innovative individuals
developing unique intellectual
capital to meet emerging
economic challenges. I’m
struck by the sheer volume of
genuinely innovative ideas and
of the many different kinds of
people developing them.
• With respect to ideas, programs and products, here are
just a few that are in various
stages of development.
There are options on life
insurance, pure longevity insurance, contingent deferred
annuities, tax deferred

private funds, programs that
incorporate risk pooling
without guarantees into retirement planning, products
that leverage home equity to
aid in retirement planning,
managed accounts that
incorporate mutual funds,
SMAs, insurance, annuities,
and other assets; and more.
• With respect to people, some
of these people work inside
large companies, some have
started new companies, and
some are on their own for
the first time after long, successful careers. What they
have in common, however,
is that: (1) They believe that
the economy has changed in
fundamental ways and that
the financial services

industry will have to do likewise
if it is to meet the challenges
that this new financial
environment will bring; and
(2) Their beliefs are met with a
broad acknowledgement, but
they have found themselves
ultimately still on the periphery
of a financial services industry
that continues to operate
largely as it has throughout
most of the post war era.
These individuals see that
change is coming and they are
excited. They want to move fast,
get to market, and iterate. They
are anxious to usher in a new
set of solutions that will address
many of the inadequacies of
the solutions available in the
current market.
On the other hand, leaders
at financial services companies
also see that the world is
changing and understand that
they will have to change, too.
These companies have been
convening strategy sessions,
holding offsite meetings,
and commissioning research
projects to understand how the
economy is changing and what
they will have to do to prepare
for the future. Leaders at these
companies know that they will
have to change, but they do not
agree internally on what to do,
or how to prioritize it.
The result has been an
uneven process of developing
strategic options, translating
them into plans for innovation,
and taking small, tentative
steps into new products and
services, but not a process of
fundamentally changing the
business model, the operating
model, the financial model, or
the value proposition delivery
model. Ultimately, leaders of
major financial companies are

…we are on the cusp of a more
fundamental change, and that
designing the solutions of the future
will require breaking our solutions
into their atomic parts.
anxious about change, and find
themselves breathing an uneasy
sigh of relief each year when
they evaluate a range of bold
possibilities only ultimately
to determine the incumbent
business model will survive
another year.
The truth is that it seems as
if we are on the cusp of a great
re-ordering. Right now, there
is a sense of moving through
the stages of grief – a sense
of bargaining, of asking if we
can stitch together multiple
products into advice-based
programs instead of remaking
our system, a sense of of
wondering whether we can
use technology or financial
innovation to avoid a reckoning.
My sense is that we
are on the cusp of a more
fundamental change, and
that designing the solutions
of the future will require
breaking our solutions into
their atomic parts, creating
new frameworks to assemble
bundled capabilities on the fly,
and dynamic pricing for the
risks and services embedded
within them. These changes,

spurred on and supported
by technology, will come
together in a variety of ways.
This column will focus on
identifying these solutions
as they arise, discussing how
they try to answer the various
challenges we are facing,
and ideally will contribute an
unbiased and dispassionate
voice to the conversation
about how to incorporate
some of these innovative new
solutions into the mainstream
financial ecosystem. n
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About Fiduciary
Insurance Services
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Fiduciary Insurance Services, LLC. is a
Women-Owned Business Enterprise
founded by Michelle Richter, a 20year insurance industry veteran with
experience inventing, deploying,
advocating for, and scaling innovative
products (trademarkable IP) and programs
(servicemarkable IP).
Ms. Richter has a proven track record launching new
businesses and re-engineering existing operations
in wealth management, life insurance, annuities, and
asset management, for both retail and institutional
businesses. She is a named inventor on a patented
method for insurance investment product decision
modeling. Ms. Richter holds a bachelor’s degree in
Economics from Wesleyan University, and an MBA
in both Management and Finance from Columbia
University’s Graduate School of Business. Ms. Richter
is both an investment adviser and an insurance
advisor. She is neither an agent nor a registered
representative. Follow her on LinkedIn.
Fiduciary Insurance Services (FIS)’s strategic
consulting arm advises Insurers and Financial
Institutions on new product and program design,
strategic planning, launch execution, industry
advocacy, white papers, comparative analytics,
forecasting, and competitive intelligence. FIS’s ERISA
arm advises 3(21) investment advisors and 3(38)
investment managers on guaranteed income selection
in a 3(21) or 3(38) capacity.
For More Information, visit:
https://fiduciaryinsuranceservices.com/

For more information, contact
Michelle Richter at 347-871-0823
or mrichterfis@gmail.com.
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WHO WANTS TO DISCUSS?
An Industry Organization Dedicated
Specifically to Addressing RIA/Insurance
Connectivity
Each quarter, Fiduciary Insurance Services raises for
discussion in this forum questions or initiatives on which it
has received more than one credible inquiry from industry
participants.
FIS has recently received inbound inquiries from certain
insurers and distribution organizations regarding whether or not
there are others interested in forming (whether independently,
or as an additional branch under the auspices of an alreadyexisting industry organization) an industry organization
dedicated to resolving some of the broad challenges to retail
insurance/RIA connectivity (across many categories, potentially
including but not limited to: educational initiatives, interpreting
regulatory/compliance questions, billing, product development
needs, standardized technology integration, paperwork and
process automation, and such) that affect a swath of both issuers
and distributors. Some of these challenges may be larger than
what can be resolved by a singular company- at the same time,
no singular industry member desires to make the investments
that clarify these questions for the benefit of non-contributing
entities. A brief description of how such an organization could
work is available here. If your organization is interested in
exploring these questions further, please email
MRichterfis@gmail.com, subject line “RIA/Insurance
Connectivity”.
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DEAR FIS
“Why are you insurance people all
undereducated, conflicted dirtbags who want to
lock up my clients’ money in poorly performing
investments that they can’t get out of?”
— A group of RIAs I encountered at a conference, pre-COVID

W

hat a thoughtful question, I’m so
honored that you posed it to me;
that must make me lead under-educated
dirtbag, pretty sweet! Let me begin by
pointing out that grouping everyone who
shares a profession into one judgmental
category is neither a compelling
analytical framework for reaching a new
understanding, nor is it in keeping with the
principles that drive humanity’s evolution
towards an improved vision for our shared
future. But putting aside the complete
invalidity of your question frame, plenty
of people think, as you do, that insurance
is a poor investment. If insurance were in
fact an investment, then it would in many
cases be a poor one, since it costs more
on average than do investments, resulting
in lower accumulation values than the
average investment in similar asset classes

might produce. Fortunately though,
insurance is NOT an investment, insurance
is instead fundamentally protection.
When clients purchase insurance, they
pay a cost for that protection. Insurance
products can also include investment
elements to them, but at their core they
are protection products, which is why
they don’t perform at the same rate as
investments do, because, again, they are
not investments. This does not mean
insurance products don’t offer value.
One can calculate the value associated
with a given life insurance policy by using
data provided by a credible third party,
such as Veralytic. One can even value an
annuitized annuity in the same manner,
again using verified third party data from
a reputable source, e.g., Cannex. As for
distributor conduct, because insurance is

Do you have a controversial
question about the insurance
industry that you’d like to
see provocatively answered
in the next edition of this
newsletter? The identity
of questioners will not
be revealed. If so, email
mrichterfis@gmail.com with
the subject line “Dear FIS
Submission” and pose your
question in the email body.

regulated state by state, it is easier for bad
actors to bad act in insurance than it is for
them to continue to do so under FINRA’s
watchful eye. Insurance has become the
dumping ground for brokers ejected
from the investment industry, and it is
time for that practice to be stopped. Data
sharing amongst enforcement agencies
is commencing, and it’s imperative to the
reputation of my industry that this process
advance, so I will grant you that point, for
now. But look into new generations of
insurance products, because they have far
fewer lockups than used to be the case,
and outsourced insurance desks can help
you introduce new less costly policies,
or service previously introduced ones
through the fiduciary lens from which you
operate as an RIA. n
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FIS IN THE NEWS:

ALL THE NEWS
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THAT’S FIT TO RE-PRINT!

Readying RIAs to Effectively
Offer Annuities (& Many Other
Topics) with Michelle Richter

How Annuities Can Fit
into a Fiduciary’s Planning
Process

Despite Reservations,
Sponsors’ Interest in Annuities
is Growing

Michelle Richter, Principal at Fiduciary
Insurance Services, joins us again to cover
a wide variety of important industry
topics…

This is driving the dramatic growth in
products and services designed to optimize
and protect income, as opposed to a strict
focus on accumulation…

Advisers should be educated about
annuities and how to analyze them to help
plan sponsors decide the best products to
use…

READ

READ
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READ

Reframing Retirement Advice
Objectives from Asset to
Income Management

Bridging the Gap Between
Fiduciary Advice and
Annuity Usage

One of the great myths pervading the
wealth management industry is that
consumers hate annuities, and that
because consumers hate annuities…

The conversations I had on this topic came
about while I, a non-financial advisor, was
speaking to an audience of CPA advisors at
a panel at the AICPA Engage conference…

READ

READ

She’s Got Advice for
Life Insurers
‘Insurers can’t remain wedded to product
sales, which are becoming commoditized
in a future that trends toward financial
advice,’ says industry veteran Michelle
Richter…

READ

Investor Advocates Call for
Revamped Form CRS

Making the Fiduciary Case for
Annuities

The Case For More Female
Financial Advisors

The Institute for the Fiduciary Standard
released its alternate version of the
disclosure document, arguing more was
needed to draw the distinction between
investment advisors and broker/dealers…

No-load annuity product development
represents a step in the right direction
toward enabling fiduciary advisors to
weave together an investing framework
that includes protected lifetime income…

By increasing the number of female
advisors, a greater number of clients can
benefit from the unique perspectives
and life experiences women bring to help
people navigate critical…

READ

READ

READ
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What is a product in US Insurance and Financial Services, and what
strategic implications do the meaning of this word have?

For the strategic meaning of this and other words applicable to the insurance industry, visit FIS’ glossary
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A quick guide to the practical implications of engaging, and/or
being, various forms of Financial Professional (FP)

What Type of FP Am I?

My job is to provide
you with:

How am I paid?

My regulatory overseers
are looking for:

Agent/Broker

NOUNS (products)

When I deliver a new noun
(product) to you, I receive a
commission

Rules-following (when x
happens, y must follow, and
I must document it)

Advise(o)r/ Planner

VERBS (ongoing advice)

I am paid ongoing fees for
delivering verbs (advice,
planning, services) to you

Me to exercise the judgment
that a prudent expert like
me would employ when
managing their own affairs

Hybrid

ALTERNATELY BUT NEVER
COINCIDENTALLY, Nouns
when acting as #1, verbs
when acting as #2

ALTERNATELY BUT
NEVER COINCIDENTALLY,
commissions when acting
as 1, fees when acting as 2

ALTERNATELY BUT NEVER
COINCIDENTALLY, rulesfollowing when acting as 1,
principles-following when
acting as 2

3

In-plan Decumulation Trends

Defined
Contribution plans
were defined in
The Revenue Act
of 1978, following
directly from ERISA
passage in 1974.
ERISA = “Employee
RETIREMENT
INCOME Security
Act”.

ERISA ≠ “Act
Establishing
Legal Framework
for Accounts in
Which Employees
Accumulate
Assets, but From
Which They Can’t
Draw Income, So
Employees Continue
Feeling Insecure.”

The SECURE Act of 2019 was just step
1 in a legislative movement towards
clearing obstacles that have historically
impeded ERISA’s efficacy in accomplishing
its mission of connecting employees with
institutionally-priced SECURE RETIREMENT
INCOME. With technological and product
developments that have increased
opportunities for providing this benefit,
our government has become increasingly
serious about accomplishing this objective,
and DC providers should expect to prepare
accordingly.

fiduciaryinsuranceservices.com
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FIDUCIARY INSURANCE
SERVICES, LLC

Michelle Richter advises on
the creation and maintenance
of insurance-inclusive wealth
management services and programs.

(347) 871 -0823
Mrichterfis@gmail.com
fiduciaryinsuranceservices.com

How Can Fiduciary
Insurance Services Help
Your Organization?
Advising on the Creation
and Maintenance Of
Insurance-Inclusive
Wealth Management
Services and Programs
Fiduciary Insurance Services, LLC
believes that a Fiduciary Gestalt Shift in
how consumers, regulators, technologists,
financial institutions, insurers, investment
advisers, registered representatives,
agents, financial planners, and retirement
plan advisers – to name just a few – view
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the role of risk control is impending.
With the Boomer generation now
retiring and decumulating, instead of
net accumulating, investable assets, the
financial services landscape is changing
to increase emphasis on solutions that
include insurance.
FIS also believes that responsibly
distributed insurance can be a really good
thing in a really unstable world.

VIEW OUR SERVICES

